SECURING NYLON INSERTS

It has come to our attention that the four nylon cabane strut inserts inside the upper wing mounting plate may not be as secure as needed. We've included four #2 x 3/8" Phillips screws and ask that you take these steps in place of steps 4 and 5, on page 14 of the manual.

1. On the underside of the wing, use a hobby knife to remove the covering from the four dimples that locate the cabane strut attachment points. Be careful not to insert the knife tip more than 1/8" into the dimple. (Do not use the drilling method mentioned in step 4 as this could dislodge the insert.)

2. Using medium CA insert the CA tip 1/8" into the dimple. Next, squeeze a small amount of CA into the wing. (This is also a good time to add CA to the four strut inserts on the bottom of the upper wing and the top of the lower wing.) After you have completed this on all four dimples turn the wing over to allow the CA to cure or harden and properly secure the nylon insert.

3. Use the four #2 x 3/8" screws (included) in place of the #4 x 1/2" screws to secure the cabanes.